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Abstract Inhabited TV combines collaborative virtual environments (CVEs) with
broadcast TV so that on-line audiences can participate in TV shows within shared virtual
worlds Three early experiments with inhabited TV raised fundamental questions
concerning the extent to which it is possible to establish fast-pace social interaction within
a CVE and produce a coherent and engaging broadcast of this action This paper
presents a fourth more recent experiment, Out of This World, that directly addressed
these questions. We describe how the formulation of inhabited TV design principles,
combined with the use of dedicated production software, for constraining and directing
participants' actions and for controlling virtual cameras, enabled us to create a fastmoving and coherent show We conclude that our experiments to date demonstrate the
technical feasibility of inhabited TV, but that greater attention needs to be paid to
developing appropriate formats and content for this new medium before it becomes truly
engaging We also suggest that our real time production and camera software may be
useful in other areas of CSCW
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Introduction
Inhabited TV combines collaborative virtual environments (CVEs) and broadcast
TV to create a new medium for entertainment and social communication. The
defining feature of this medium is that an on-line audience can socially participate
in a TV show that is staged within a shared virtual world. The producer defines a
framework, but it is audience interaction and participation that brings it to life. A
broadcast stream is then mixed from the action within the virtual world and
transmitted to a conventional viewing audience, either as a live event or sometime
later as edited highlights.
Inhabited TV is motivated by the belief that TV and CVEs can benefit from
one another. On the one hand, TV may benefit from access to the on-line
communities that are enabled by CVEs as these may provide new forms of
content, an important commercial issue with the arrival of digital TV.
Furthermore, inhabited' TV extends interactive TV to include social interaction
among participants, new forms of control over narrative structure (e.g. navigation
within a virtual world) and interaction with content (e.g. direct manipulation of
props). On the other hand, TV may be a powerful driving force for the
commercial uptake of CVEs and the development of richer on-line experiences
than are provided by current chat environments.
Inhabited TV also raises new, issues for CSCW in general. First, it focuses on
the production and management of fastLpace on-line social interaction that follows
a pre-scripted structure. Second, it raises the question of how social interaction
can be captured and broadcast in a way that external viewers find engaging.
The following section introduces the idea of layered participation as a
mechanism for describing inhabited TV applications. We then discuss the key
challenges that were raised by three early experiments in inhabited TV, namely
the difficulty of producing fast-pace and coherent social interaction within a CVE
and of producing a coherent and recognisable broadcast of this action. Following
this we describe a fourth experiment called Out of This World (OOTW) that
addressed these challenges. We focus on the use of dedicated production software
to configure the temporal structure of the show, to constrain participants' actions
and to support real-time control of virtual cameras. Finally, we reflect on the
experience of OOTW, drawing on responses from its audiences.

Layered participation in inhabited TV
Inhabited TV can be described in terms of four layers of participation. Each layer
corresponds to a distinct responsibility within the show and to a distinct
combination of interface and network technologies to access the shared virtual
world and its contents.'
"' " ":
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Performers - t h e innermost-layer; typically have theifullest involvement, in t h e
show'requiring the greatest commitment and the richest forms of expression. In
turn, this may require thetsupport of relatively powerful equipment. such as
immersive-peripherals, high performance, workstations and high-speed networks^,
Performers represent core content and typically have .global visibility lin terms of
being seen* by the other layers. As each performer's data has to be broadcast to all
other participants, the number of performers will be limited by available, network
bandwidth and processing power.' ; - , ! • — - . ' - ; '.
.•
•'. • • ; :i
• Inhabitants - t h e riextlayer describes the inhabitants,,on-line members of the.
public who navigate through the virtual world, interact with* its .'contents, are:
represented by avatars and communicate with one another. Inhabitants may^have
various'kinds of involvement in a show including beingan on-line audience (e:g.
spectators at-an event or a 'studio' audience), contributing content through some-,
collective action'or, socially-watching the" show in each other's company.,
Inhabitants typically use commonly available equipment. Currently jthis,would bea-commodity PC with'an Internet connection, although'-in the future'this may:
evolve towards a set-top box with access to a broadband public network. :
...
Viewers -'the third layer-describes the-viewers, who. experience the show via;
broadcast or interactive TV. Viewers typically have only very limited possibilities'
for navigation arid interaction. In the, simplest "case,-they will'be traditional-TV'
viewers,' i.e., the recipients of a broadcast mix' that has been, produced on their
behalf and' that can be received' on a' conventional TV set. However, interactive
TV'might offer them some additional possibilities such as.choosing from among
different perspectives or 'voting" as part of large-scale.'audience; feedback. In
general,-viewers are not visible-within the content of the show>"(otherJhan through
abstractions, of voting and similar'feedback mechanisms)'. 'However, they may
still be socially active via "off-line feedback and discussion mechanisms.- "
Producers — the" final, layer of participation describes .the .producers.of.an
inhabited TV* show! In this case; production spans all aspects of technical support
and 'behind the scenes' activity. Examples-include, directors, operators of the.
virtual cameras that capture views of the virtual world and software and hardware
support. The producers may often be invisibleto the other-layers,' although there
may be exceptions,', such as ihaking virtual camera1 people<directly;-.visible to.
performers sothatthey'can targettheir actions for viewers to see.
•• • . >- •

. Early experiences with inhabited television ,

r
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Between 1996 and 1997 we were involved in staging three public experiments
with inhabited TV in order to test its feasibility and to frame key research issues.
The NOWninetytf poetry performance was staged'using the MASSIVE-2
CVE (BenforH,'Greenhalgh, Snowdori and Bullock, 1997). The performers (poets)
and viewers were co-located in a physical theatre so that each performer appeared
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controlling an individual participant's view of 'the world, but has not considered
how social action can best be capturedand displayed to external viewers.
.. In summary, early;experiments™!inhabited'TV demonstrated the difficulty of
establishing fast-pace, stmcturea\interacti6n between performers and inhabitants
within a CVE and also of'producing a coherent and entertaining broadcast mix of
this action for external yiewers. We next present !a' fourth more recent experiment
that was intended to address these problems.,

A fourth expejjmentfc Out of this World
1
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Out of this World (OOTW), was^ public experiment with inhabited TV that was
staged in front of aliveithe'atre audience The event was part of ISEA: Revolution,
a programme of exhibitions, and cultural ', events that ran alongside the 9th
International Symposium on Electronic Art',' (ISEA '98) held in the UK in
September 1998. There /were four, public performances of OOTW in the Green
Room theatre in Manchester oyer the; weekend of the 5th and 6th of September.
These were preceded by [two days of construction, testing and rehearsal.
OOTW was implemented using! the MASSIVE-2 system, the same system that
had supported the NOWninety6>experiment described above. Useful features of
MASSIVE-2 for OOTW; included:] support, for up to fifteen mutually aware
participants; streamed audio and [.video; immersive and desktop interfaces; and
realising simple collaboration mechanisms, using third party objects (Benford and
Greenhalgh, 1997),as described later; ,.<•- .- thi'
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Like Heaven and Hell - Live,' OOTW was a gameshow. This choice allowed a
direct comparison 'to ; be • madeJ between^the two experiments. Given the
observations above, the design ofiOOTW^was motivated by two key questions:
• could we involve members of,'the public in a fast-moving TV show within a
collaborative virtual (environment? ilri;', particular, could we clearly engage the
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inhabitants with the performers;andi,with~one another, could they keep up with the
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action, and would they enjoy the experience? ; •
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• could we produce, a coherent .broadcast from the CVE? Would the broadcast be
recognisable as a form of TV and would' it be entertaining?
•
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, The, remainder of this .sectioniprovides^a brief overview of ( 00|7T^in terms of
layers of participation and the.stmcfureand content;6f'th"e show.'''1, ' '
,';•; j ,>.,
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Layered participation;in 0Q,7^y ; l'N,tf'i 1 /', ^:' •,.;
,: ,
We begin by describing how ourflayers'Vf participation were realised in OOTW.
"
' " ' ,i ,, "'" ,, 1 *'v;" : "' J r'''.'-In,•'•",'•• !."'''
' •'
The inhabitants ' /,' "'••}"') ' k*w'*"'-'' :'i:.,''wh'iuA :• " ;
> ••
OOTW adopted a 'cheesy' ^uter space theme. The inhabitants were divided into
two teams, aliens and robots, |Who had to, racej across a doomed space station in
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order to reach the one remaining escape craft. On their way they had to compete
in a series of interactive games and collaborative tasks in order to score points.
The final game was a race in which these points were converted into a head-start
for the leading team. The two teams each consisted of four inhabitants, members
of the public who had been selected from the theatre audience. Every participant
in the show could speak over a live audio channel. The teams were separated into
women (aliens) versus men (robots) so that viewers would be able to more easily
associate the voices that they heard with the avatars that they saw on the screen,
although this turned out to be controversial, decision as we shall see below. The
team members were given cartoon-like avatars that could be distinguished by a
visible number on their backs and fronts. A speech bubble would appear above
their heads whenever they were transmitting audio. The inhabitants used standard

PCs with joysticks and combined headphone/microphone sets. They were located
behind the scenes, out of sight of the viewers in the theatre.
The performers
The teams were guided by two performers: an actor and an actress, ,who played
the role of team captains. The role of the captains was to encourage the teams to
take part, to act as foci for the games and to improvise around the inhabitants'
dialogue. The performers used immersive virtual reality equipment (left of figure
1), including Polhemus magnetic sensorsto track the positions of their head and
both hands which were then represented on their avatars in order to give them a
greater expressive ability than the inhabitants. Unlike the NOWninety6 poetry
performance, the. performers were fully immersed (i.e. were wearing a headmounted display).- They were also given a virtual 'light stick' that they could
activate by pressing a button on a hand-held flying-mouse and which allowed
them to point at objects, locations and participants in the virtual world.

Hgure 1: The performer equipment (left) and location next to the screen in the theatre (right)
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Although logically they would have been out of sight of any viewer at home,
the performers were actually physically; located in the theatre space so that the
viewers could see them working- with the immersive technology (right of figure
1). This compromise was designed,to enhance the viewers' understanding of the
concept of inhabited TV and to creatd a staging appropriate to a theatre space.
The show was hosted by a third performer who appeared in the form of a live
video face that was texture mapped onto a large mobile virtual screen within the
world. This screen could rotate around to show the game scoreboard.
The viewers were seated in a conventional theatre facing a large screen onto
which the broadcast output was projected. The two performers were physically
located on either side of this screen. For most of the time the viewers did not
directly interact with the content of the show and as such resembled a traditional
TV audience. However, they were provided with an opportunity for massinteraction towards the end of the show. This involved them choosing the best
losing team member through a mechanism called Wobblespace that was inspired
by the CINEMATRIX interactive entertainment system (CINEMATRIX, 1998).
Each member of the audience was asked to vigorously wave one of four coloured
cards in order to express their vote. The, overall level of activity of each colour
was automatically detected from a video image of the audience and the resulting
scores were passed to the CVE software. The audience was encouraged to test this
voting mechanism by playing a game of 'Pong' in the pre-show warm-up in the
style of a previous CINEMATRIX demonstration at SIGGRAPH. The warm up
also involved a brief explanation of the concepts behind OOTW. Finally, after the
show, the viewers were invited to stay behind and provide us with feedback.
The production team
OOTW involved an invisible but essential production team who were responsible
for managing the CVE software and for producing the broadcast. Four virtual
camera-people were present in the, world, although they were not visibly
embodied. Using purpose built interfaces (see below), they were able to capture
the action from various perspectives. Video and audio output from their
computers was then fed into a conventional TV mixing desk where it was mixed
by a professional TV director and her, assistant. The resulting video mix was sent
to the projector in the theatre. In addition, a world manager was able to control the
virtual world software, including activating virtual objects and constraining the
actions of the participants (see below). The left of figure 2 shows the director and
her assistant at the mixing desk. The four camera monitors with feeds from the
virtual cameras can be seen on the far,left. To the right of these is the current
transmission monitor (showing the actual broadcast) and a monitor for previewing
video material (the face of the host, the title sequences or other videotape inserts).
The right of figure 2 shows the four virtual camera operators at their machines
(physically located just behind the director).
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Figure 2: The director and her assistant (left) and the camera operators (right).

The structure and content of OOTW
We now move on to consider the structure and content of the show. OOTW
involved a journey through five arenas that were joined together into a linear
structure by a series of virtual travellators. Each arena involved the two teams in
a different task as follows:
' ' ' ''
Arena 1: introductions - an overview of the show from the host followed by
introductory statements from the captains and individual team members (figure 3).
Arena 2: flipping frogs - a collaborative action game in which the teams had
to flip space-frogs onto spiky hats worn by their team' leaders. Flipping was
achieved by closely approaching a frog, causing it to jump away in the opposite
direction. The teams had to impale the most frogs to win the game (figure 4).
Arena 3: falling fish - the team members had to harvest space-fish by
collaboratively lifting their team leader up into the air and moving them about so
that the leader could knock the fish from the ceiling by swiping them with their
hands. The team leader was on a platform whose height varied according to the
number of team members that were inside it and whose position was the average
of its current members. The team members therefore collectively steered the
platform and4 the team leader could only reach the fish when all four team
members were inside. The team that harvested the most fish won the game. The
platform is an example of a third party object in MASSIVE-2 that combines a
group membership mechanism with a dynamically computed aggregate group
representation (Benford and Greenhalgh, 1997).
Arena 4: culture quiz - a quiz where the host asked the questions and the
team members conferred to agree an answer that was then relayed through the
captains. Each team had to answer questions about the opposing culture (i.e.
robots about aliens and aliens about robots). A point was scored for each correct
answer, resulting in the captain being raised up through a hoop that would start
spinning, accompanied by a fanfare.
Arena S: space-car race, wobblespace and the end of the world - the final
game was a race in which the teams had to steer a space-car along a twisted
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course in order to knock down a series of cones (figure 5).The space-car was
steered in an identical way to the platform from the falling-fish game, i.e. the team
members controlled it through their collective movement. The team with the most
points from the first three games was given a head start. The first team to cross the
finish line won the show and was transferred to the space-craft ready for their
escape. The losing team members were, then asked to state a case for why they
should be saved. Following this, the distant viewers voted for the best loser using
Wobblespace and this loser was then transferred to the ship. The climax of the
show was then the ship departing and the space-station imploding.
While journeying along the travellators between each arena, the teams (and
hence viewers) were shown a pre-prepared video of the next game that appeared
as a video-texture on the host's virtual screen. At the start and finish of each arena
the host would encourage the team captains and team members to comment on
their play up to that point. As a final detail, in addition to various sampled sound
effects, synthesised sound was played to convey a sense of the environment of
each of the arenas (e.g. mutated watery sounds during falling fish), the motion of
the travellator, the take-off of the space-craft and the space-station imploding.

Figure 3: the alien team.

Figure 5: racing space cars.

' ,, \

Figure 4: the alien captain.

• '' ';' !

Figure 6: the space station.

Given this general introduction to OOTW, the following section now focuses
on the steps taken to address the lessons of previous experiences.
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Design principles and production software for OOTW
OOTW addressed the lessons from previous experiences through two innovations.
First, we introduced a set of design principles, intended to increase* the coherence
of the show in terms of its visual appearance, social interaction and narrative
structure. Second, we developed a suite of production software to support the
temporal structuring of the show, the application of constraints on'participants'
actions and the control of virtual cameras.. "*
. ' ' . • » - ' ^ •"•

Show design principles

, ..

,

•

In a direct response to our previous experiences with inhabited-TV, especially
with Heaven and Hell,- Live, the structure and. content of OOTW was designed
according to several key principles. These were ^intended to.jmaximise the
coherence, of the interaction within the world and of the broadcast output and to
establish a clear engagement between .the participants, especially between ^ the
performers and, inhabitants. Briefly stated, these jwinciples.were:
• .
Simplicity of concept and representation - the games should be^as simple as
possible in terms ,of concept, interaction required and .graphical representation.
Emphasis was.to, be.placed on interaction mechanisms rather than on graphical
richness.,In fact,i.the graphical designer was,, introduced-at a relatively'late stage
once the entire show had been protoyped. ,
.•;,•- • v • . / . C I ,
Clear roles for participants 1 - the roles ofJhe inhabitants ,and -performers
should be clearly defined and the outcome of each game should depend [upon iboth
(no-one should'be relegated to the role of observer or mere, 'helper').- -; ,.x _ ' -,
* Co-operation -ithe .games must require co-operation, both between inhabitants
and between inhabitants and the-performers. '. •
.• • , - < •
Interaction through proximity -_ we favoured indirect interaction with objects
(e.g. having objects that react to the, proximity or movements of participants)
rather than direct manipulation,of objects (e.g. selecting, them with a mouse). This
principle ensured that participants only had to learn to perform two tasks:, moving
about the world and speaking, into a microphone. It also encouraged participants
to engageiin the highly visible and relatively interesting activity.of moving about
and required them- forget close to the objects of interest- as opposed to standing
back and picking them off from a distance. In this way, it was intended that the
composition ofcamera^shots depicting close action could be, facilitated. .
Action at ground level - wegenerally restricted-participants' movements to be
at ground level." This was intended to simplify their, movement ;as. well asenhance
camera -work. For example,, camera operators should be able to, more easily locate
participants than if-they were distributed, throughout 3D space. Furthermore, the
vertical dimension would be free for pulling back and up to get overview, shots.
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key locations, defined separately foreach; phase of the show at configuration time,
as well as locations that'had been* previously, marked by the operator. Second, the
operator could choose^tqtrack a single participant or a group of participants (e.g.
one of the teams), again jbyj, selecting them from a list in the camera interface. The
camera would then dynamically1 adjust its; position to follow the target as it
moved. For groups, it would take the average position of the group's members.
Third, more conventional free ,form flying, was also provided of the type that
would normally be associated with an inhabitant interface.
Relative viewing,control - we, then enabled the camera operator to move the
D
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camera relative to the target. The operator could use independent sliders in the
interface to control the yaw, elevation, distance and vertical offset of the camera
relative to the target (the; position of the camera in relation to the target was
described using spherical polar corprdinates). These controls allowed the camera
operator significant control, over the framing of the target within the shot.
Temporal control - although the; target was selected directly and interactively,
the relative viewing controls could, be .applied, with three different timings. With
real-time control the camera would move,as each slider was moved. This was
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subject to a controllable damping coefficient so that the operator could trade off
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responsiveness for speed of movement.] With just-in-time control the operator
could disconnect the sliders from (the camera, use several different sliders to adjust
different relative viewing' parameters and then apply the changes as a single
atomic operation. With pre-programmed .control, the'operator could define and
store sets of viewpoint parameters., Selecting a set of parameters would trigger a
smoothly interpolated movement' to the specified position. In addition, in both the
just-in-time and pre-programmed modes,.the operator could build up a sequence
of camera moves to be triggered one. after the other and then step through this
.
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sequence using a single interface,button.
As noted above, OOTW employed four virtual cameras whose operators were
given different roles, by, the director (e.g.' following different participants or
capturing a bird's-eye view). The.'camera operators and director were also on a
live talk-back system so that they could communicate freely during the show.
'
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We now present an, initial assessment, ;.of the extent to which the two goals
described above (involving [the, public ;inra fast-moving enjoyable show in which
they were engaged with the! performers; and producing a coherent and entertaining
broadcast output) were met'by,OOTW- This assessment is based on post-event
discussions with the viewing audiences, feedback from the performers, inhabitants
and production team and,opinions from,press reviews. Notes were taken during
the audience discussions and, these :,,\yere,; supplemented with various personal
reflections via email: immediately; after, the; event; and at post-event meetings. In
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addition, one of us conducted an ethnographic field study of the production work
during and around the shows, which has also influenced the reflections here. In
what follows, we synthesise our reflections'and, where relevant, illustrate them
with quotes from audience members and inhabitants.
Did we produce coherent, fast-pace interaction within a CVE?
Our overall sense is that we succeeded in staging a gameshow in a CVE where
members of the public interacted with actors around a loosely structured script.
Unlike Heaven and Hell - Live, the inhabitants were clearly central components
of the show. The pace of the action was rapid, at least when compared to our
previous experiences with CVEs. The games were mostly playable and generally
recognisable in form, with the possible exception of the frogs game that confused
some teams and was harder to follow as an observer.
The frogs were too complicated, [audience]
I couldn't understand the frogs. I couldn't see what my team were doing, [inhabitant]

Did we produce a coherent arid entertaining broadcast output?
We believe that the broadcast was coherent and recognisable as TV, again to a
level that we hadn't achieved with previous experiments. Indeed, as we shall see
below, viewers' reactions to the piece mostly- focused on the contentjjf the show
and seemed to take it as. read that this was a form of television—the technology
was mostly transparent. .
We attribute the difference in pace and coherence between OOTW and our
previous experiments to a combination of the production software and the design
principles described above. In particular, the ability to constrain and move
participants through a series of fine-grained phases using the management
interface allowed us to push the action along and sustain the overall pace of the
show, particularly when combined with the use of real-time audio among the
inhabitants. The success of the event structuring notation and management
interface in this respect is probably the most positive outcome of OOTW and
signifies an important direction for the development of inhabited TV technology.
The virtual camera control interface also allowed us to produce a relatively
coherent broadcast, although this was a qualified success as problems remained in
capturing key moments of collaborative activity such as a dialogue between two
participants or key interactions with a game object.
It must be noted," though, that sustaining the 'pace' of OOTW was only in part a
matter of how the event notation, management and camera control interfaces had
been technically designed. It is also to do with how these can be used to support
the cooperative work of TV production. For example, some audience members
found the pace of editing in the first two shows excessively fast:

]
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Cutting caused me problems of attention. The shifting point of view, the sounds, people
talking. It all builds up cumulatively to make it difficult to follow.

Overnight, in response to remarks like this and her own unease, the director
slowed the pace of editing for the later shows and this kind of critical comment
was not heard again. From the point of view of evaluating the technologies
developed for OOTW, this is pleasing. Not only is it possible to.create a coherent
and appropriately paced show, there is enough scope for skilled directors to
experiment with different styles (including styles which turn out to be 'too fast').
Pace and coherence are not mechanically determined but technically supported
and creatively produced. Our technologies and the OOTW design principles
allowed, we believe, an appropriate mix of new technology and the expression of
established broadcasting skills.
, ' ,• .
In contrast, although applause and laughter could be heard frequently in all
performances, the content of OOTW attracted considerable criticism in subsequent
discussion with the audience as the following paragraphs now describe.
Lack of empathy with the show and, its characters
Several viewers commented that they did not warm to the show or feel empathy
with its characters. Major contributing factors to this seem to be the lack of
expressive capability of the avatars and the low quality of the audio.
I had problems identifying with an avatar. It's the expressions and gestures which are missing,
[audience] '
'•>•''
One of the problems is identification., We miss what we're familiar with. We need other
strategies for this without texture-mapped video on faces. When they win, maybe they should
show more eccentric behaviour. Something to bring them closer, [audience]
I was straining to hear what people were saying so I didn't want to make a lot of noise,
[audience]
I couldn't identify all the time with the robots. I was ready to but die cutting prevented it
[audience member after early show, see also discussion of editing tempo above]
While this lack of empathy was generally reported, some audience members were
uneasy about the use of Wobblespace to vote for a survivor:
<•

'

'.

I felt somewhat uncomfortable about consigning someone to oblivion, [audience member]

to which an inhabitant replied:

:

"

''

I was a robot in the first show Just to assure you I wasn't sad when I was decimated.

With the exception of adding some gestural capability to the team leaders through
the use of immersive interfaces, issues to do with creating empathic avatars were
not directly addressed by OOTW. Furthermore, applying our game design
principles may have resulted in a more sparse, albeit coherent landscape that
contributed to the feeling of emptiness. ,
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Lack of legend and the importance of community
A further subtle factor in this lack of empathy may have been a lack of legend.
Our actress commented that her character lacked a sense of history. There was no
established background to the show - why were the participants 'on this space
station? How long had they been there? What had happened previously? This lack
of a shared history made it difficult to establish an interesting dialogue between
the performers and inhabitants or to improvise interesting content around the
framework of the show. Our impression is that a common reaction among
participants was to resort to stereotypes to fill this void, in this case based on the
gender division between the teams. In one show, most notably, two of the women
volunteers in the aliens team spoke throughout in high pitched pastiches of girls'
voices and 'ham' acted a weak-female sterotype. Resorting to such stereotypes
was a major concern with OOTW for some of the show's viewers.
I thought it was sexist the way there were two sexes.
Thus, although OOTW did succeed in establishing engagement between the
performers and inhabitants through the collaborative nature of its games, the
resulting relationship wasn't especially interesting, entertaining, or, for some
highly critical viewers, politically acceptable..
. ,
Future inhabited TV should invest greater effort into developing interesting
characters and narratives. This might be achieved through the more central
involvement of authors, scriptwriters and producers early on in the development
process. However, it might also emerge naturally from long-term on-line
communities; a strength of CVE technology. In many ways, the latter approach
was successfully demonstrated in The Mirror (Walker, 1997), where a sense of
community was established over six inhabited TV shows.
Format

!

Our choice of a gameshow was repeatedly highlighted as an issue in the postshow discussions. This raises the further question as to the extent to which
inhabited TV should mimic existing TV formats versus the extent to which it
should introduce new formats and narrative structures.
I had difficulties with you copying a gameshow as it is such an established format
Why do a gameshow at all? It's something with a narrow age-range appeal. Yjoii should do
something more imaginative.
Another audience member asked:
Did you think of something which stepped outside of TV conventions?
and once the motivation for a conventional format was explained ("if we couldn't
get a highly structured form of TV right then we really would have trouble") he
retorted:
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Okay so you wanted to do something conventional but you could've looked at other
conventions. Pantomime conventions/Physical theatre conventions

Clearly, for this audience member, there was something disappointing about using
virtual reality technology for reproducing such "closed" (in his terms) conventions
as a TV gameshow:
,
;
,
A paradox for a technology that promises openness.

Although we would justify the choice of the gameshow for OOTW in terms of
enabling a direct comparison with Heaven and Hell - Live amongst other reasons,
we strongly agree with those who questioned the gameshow format and existing
TV formats in general. A key step for inhabited TV is to develop alternative
narrative forms that exploit its novel characteristics, especially combining on-line
communities, real-time narrative and broadcast TV.
We therefore argue that OOTW partially addressed the issues of coherence and
pace raised by earlier experiments. In particular, our production software allowed
us to script and direct a framework within which the public and our actors could
engage one another. However, the content of OOTW was more problematic and
content should be a major focus of future work. We summarise with the following
quote from a review in the London Times:
At this stage Inhabited Television is,merely an interesting diversion hinting at greater things.
One suspects it will be some time, and several more surreal previews, before the system can
generate material strong enough for television (Times, 1998)
'

or as an audience member put it:

I

",

'.

The subject matter was simplistic but the technology was interesting.

Summary and future work ;
Inhabited TV aims to create a new, entertainment and communications medium by
combining traditional TV with CVEs so that the public can become on-line
participants within TV, shows. Our paper began by summarising three early
experiments, NOWninety6, The Mirror and Heaven and Hell - Live!, that
demonstrated the problems of creating a basic coherent inhabited TV show and
helped define the technical research framework for subsequent work. Problem
areas included: engagement between performers and inhabitants; achieving
precise and co-ordinated movement; the pace of CVEs versus broadcast TV; and
control of virtual cameras.
i
We then described a fourth experiment, Out of This World, that was conceived
to address some of these problems. OOTW aimed to create an inhabited TV show
where interaction within the CVE and the broadcast output were both coherent
and entertaining and where the show, exploited a real engagement between
inhabitants and performers. The key technical innovation in OOTW was the
development of dedicated production software to support event structuring and
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management, and the control of virtual cameras. This was combined with a set of
design guidelines for the show. We have argued that this software played a major
role in enabling us to create a fast-pace and coherent inhabited TV show for the
first time. However, there were still many problems with OOTW, both in terms of
the earlier issues that it did not address but also in terms of its content. The second
major lesson from OOTW is that greater attention needs to be paid to creating new
formats for inhabited TV, ideally ones that combine community and broadcasting.
The lessons from OOTW may be relevant to other areas of CSCW. First, the
idea of scripting the temporal structure of a collaborative activity and then
dynamically managing it, including constraining participants' actions, is a
powerful one. On-line meetings and events of all kinds could be supported
through the involvement of production teams using dedicated production
software. In our recommendation of this, it should not be thought that constraining
participants' actions necessarily involves any (ethically) objectionable loss of
liberty though this might occur to some readers. Our experience in OOTW is not
that inhabitants complained of being (e.g.) tied to the groundplane but that they
were grateful for the simplicity and easy learnability of the interaction techniques.
In short, constraints can be enabling too (a point sometimes not fully appreciated
in the debates about 'formalisms' in CSCW).
Second, the idea of deliberately capturing and making collaborative activity
visible and engaging to others might also have a broader applicability, for
example in other areas of entertainment or in education and training. Third, our
notion of object-centred navigation (here exemplified in the camera control
interface) may offer a novel and generally applicable alternative to conventional
6DOF navigation in virtual worlds.
We are currently planning our next experiments in inhabited TV. Although at
an early stage, our strategy is to first establish a CVE community and then to use
this as a source of inspiration, legend, characters, plots and designs for a series of
broadcasts. As part of this we will concentrate on refining the basic layered
participation model of inhabited TV. We aim to provide mechanisms for feedback
between layers and to enable participants to make transitions between layers (e.g.
so that interesting characters can emerge from the on-line community to become
core broadcast content). Given the current capabilities of our CVE platforms, this
may initially exploit two distinct systems, a graphics and text CVE that can
support a large community of users over the public Internet and a media-rich CVE
with further extended production software to support fast-pace action for
broadcasting. Future technical development will focus on merging these facilities
into a single system so that a large public community can be placed alongside
broadcast content with real-time feedback between the two. It will also focus on
extending production software, especially scripting and directing facilities. We
hope that it will then be possible to create innovative and engaging inhabited TV.
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